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Reinvent Your Company’s
Digital Future With
Disruptive Innovation

About Digit7
We develop advanced innovative digital solutions
for business owners, enabling them with a
competitive edge to stay on top of industry trends
and competition. Our next-gen solutions are based
on significant technologies such as AI/ML, AR/VR,
Drone Robotics, and IoT/5G.
Our central vision is to extend the focus on the
long-term technology revolution. Therefore, we are
constantly exploring the deep-tech ecosystem and
enabling companies to act decisively on
tomorrow's breakthrough technologies.
Digit7 is headquartered in Richardson, TX, USA, and
operates with a team of accredited global experts
to render purpose-driven innovative solutions to
customers worldwide.

How do we add value ?
Next-gen
ideas

Customercentric approach

Cost-efficient &
sustainable

Quality
& agility

Real-time Autonomous
Inventory Management
Works in a GPS denied
environ with Dynamic
Object collision avoidance

Your trusted eyes in any circumstances
Remote Inventory Management with smart drones in real-time. Know
where your stocks are at all times
Industries where GlideRobo can make a difference
Utility & Energy

Warehouse and
Retail

Construction

Delivery

Telecom

Survey, and
Mapping

Mission-critical
assignments

Of its plentiful use cases, one such implementation is the remote management of
inventory at the retailer's end. Here’s an overview:

Captivating Features of GlideRobo

Real-time Inventory Management

Smart Navigation

Warehouses

avoidance without GPS

Easily Tracks Inventory in Large Indoor

ML-based navigation with collision

Autonomous Warehouse Mapping

Real-time Inventory Updates

a flight path in 3D space

updates to the inventory system

Using LIDAR-based 3D maps & setting

Blockchain-powered real-time inventory

Product's position knowledge

4Ft Scanning Range

reading product tags and bar codes

& Audit, Live video feed.

Letting the drone fly to appropriate locations

Barcode detection, Inventory reconciliation

UAV Swarms

Reduced Losses

and coordinated drone fleets.

productivity, reduced mapping time.

Secure blockchain-powered drone scan

Cycle counting, enhanced personnel

Meet your customer requests with an accurate
& reliable inventory solution
Risk-free associated with working at height
Effective human & material resource utilization
Save time required to carry out inventories
High inventory data quality & less errors

Secure

Robust Design

denial of service for suspect IPs

20 minutes

Against brute force attacks by installing

Light-weight and Autonomous flying for

Upturn customer satisfaction
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